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Emerging Perspectives 

Nimra Khan 

Seeing as the world seems to be constantly drowning in a sea of social injustices and 
crimes against humanity, it is no surprise that most young artists are venting their 
frustrations and making their grand statements through their art. It makes sense 
to make art that means something, that serves a purpose, that creates awareness 
and helps bring about a change. However, amidst this social commentary there 
are some artists who use their art to explore personal hang-ups and obsessions, 
or to simply indulge in art-making for pure personal pleasure. It is becoming 
increasingly rare to come across emerging artists brave enough to escape the 
shackles of “meaning” and take a more visceral approach to their art. 

The six recent graduates rounded up by Sanat Gallery seem to have similar 
relationships with art, with personal works exploring the artists’ own frustrations 
or intrigues through painting and drawing, or using their art to contemplate and 
question their own background and upbringing or resolve certain experiences. 

Drawing from the matriarchal nature of her family, Amna Rahman’s portraits focus

Just me and her, Amna Rahman, oil on canvas, 90 x 120 cm, 2017



on relationships between women, and the level of comfort and closeness we 
tend to feel around members of the same gender as opposed to the opposite. 
She has given her female subjects defiant gazes and a stone-faced resolved, and 
her use of earthy tones grounds them and lends a level of realism. Although she 
is not consciously addressing feminism, it is exciting to see women in bold and 
dominant positions rather than being portrayed as submissive and oppressed to 
be paraded as a poster child for the movement.  

Amna’s motivation was to talk about the controversy of a same-sex 
relationship and our inability to acknowledge it in our culture. However, 
it is interesting to note that the relationships she portrays in her paintings 
come off more as platonic, sisterly or motherly and seem to talk about this 
bond of mutual support plausibly unwittingly inspired from her upbringing 
in a female dominated family. While it might be due to the lack of a sexual 
context in the works, but it may well be further proof of our myopic mindset 
unable to think of two hugging women as anything more than friends.

Saddam Murad’s work focuses on a similar but a polar opposite issue. He 
chooses to talk about the subjugation of women that he has witnessed in his 
hometown in Swat, and that our male dominated society faces every day. His 
work focuses on the male form, pushing the female into the background as an 
inferior being of lesser import. However, the somber color palette of blues and 
greys and the erased, undefined bodies keep it from being a celebration of 
the male form and turn it into a morbid commentary on the woes of patriarchy.

Untitled, Saddam Murad, oil on canvas, 120 x 210 cm, 2017



The lack of clothes and definable facial features rob the subjects of ethnicity, religion 
or socio-economic background, and the half hidden, amorphous bodies melting 
into the hazy background seem to suppress the male as much as the female. This 
helps provide a more nuanced cognizance of patriarchy, as men are also seen as 
victims of gender roles and stereotyping, whether directly or indirectly. When there 
is inequality of the sexes, there are no winners, and society as a whole suffers.  

Untitled, Saddam Murad, oil on canvas, 210 x 120 cm, 2017



From portraits and figures we then see a shift to architectural paintings by 
Muzammil Khan. Muzammil’s work deals with his past losses particularly in terms 
of his now demolished childhood home. He captures the ruins from various angles 
with both the realism of miniature and the stylistic sensibilities of an 18th century 
capriccio. His work mainly deals with fading memories of a beloved place that no 
longer exists, used both literally and as a visual metaphor for the need to hold onto 
fragmented ruins of the past scattered in our minds.

The works become abstracted and further personalized with Noshad Ali’s 
explorations of lines, shapes and patterns. His work is pure indulgence in the 
act of crafting compositions starting from the most basic element of design, the 
line, and turning it into complex patterns. The act of repetition is therapeutic 
and through it the artist finds a spiritual connection with the work. While the 
works are inherently geometric in nature, the less than perfect execution was 
premeditated to ground the work with a human element and grant it a certain 
sophistication and intrigue. The patterns themselves then become a perplexing 
union of the organic and the geometrical, akin to biological cellular structures. 
The colour palette adds to this contradictory illusion, the fiery red mating with 
the cool cyan creating both conceptual dissonance and visual harmony.

Parallels can be drawn between Noshad’s work and that of Jazib 
Jacob, whose abstract compositions seem to resemble forces in a 
state of flux, of chemical reactions and the process of metamorphosis. 

Untitled, Muzammil Khan, gouache on wasli, 50 x 60 cm, 2017



Untitled, Noshad Ali, ink on paper,135 x150 cm, 2017

Untitled, Noshad Ali, ink on paper, 145 x 150 cm, 2017



Untitled, Jazib Jacob, pen, ink and charcoal on paper, 100 x 75 cm, 2017



Jazib’s work takes root in his obsessive interest in alchemical stones, which 
he began studying closely. The result was a depiction of the elements 
and processes involved in the creation of the stone, interplaying with the 
patterns that form on the stone’s surface perceived through a microscope 
in a play of molecules. The artist’s pleasure in evident in the striking shapes, 
textures, and compositions executed in ink with a certain graphic style. 

Untitled, Jazib Jacob, pen, ink and charcoal on paper, 100 x 75 cm, 2017



Untitled, Salman Khan, gouache on wasli, 74 x 99 cm, 2017

Salman Khan’s paintings deal with emotions with a rather cerebral approach, 
analyzing the ways in which we perceive violent behavior. His works are 
atmospheric and seem to have a gestural spontaneity in it vivid textures. A 
combination of violent action and calm action is used by the artist to produce a 
raging collision of brushstrokes that creates chaos on the canvas when viewed 
from afar, but as you draw closer, details come into focus clearing away the 
ambiguity and giving a sense of calm.

Salman began his practice by working with the overarching theme of violence 
and terrorism, but soon the work became more introspective as he delved into 
the complexity of human behaviour and discovered that violence does not 
exist in a vacuum, and neither does peaceful behaviour. The coexistence of the 
two is what provides mental and emotional stability as well as stimulation.

In a way the dual perspective of the paintings and its allusion to violence 
reminds us of how chaotic situations or aggressive behaviors seem worse than 
they might be when one is removed from it, but for those involved, the violence 
may not seem as ubiquitous or intense, something the residents of a country 
like Pakistan are all too familiar with. Moreover, upon closer study we may have 
a deeper understanding of motives, experiences, backstories and different 
perspectives.  



Untitled, Salman Khan, gouache on wasli, 67 x 51 cm, 2017

When viewing the works of these National College of Arts graduates 
together, one naturally tries to come up with a theme that forms a 
connection between the works.  There is none – there is everything here from 
conceptual to observational, representative to abstract, and all exploring 
various diverse topics of interest. The artists themselves, while all from NCA, 
come from diverse backgrounds and localities. Apart from their alma mater 
and their obvious talent, their diversity then becomes their strength and the 
string that holds them together as a group, giving us an exciting and holistic 
impression of emerging Pakistani art and its direction.



Coming from a matriarchal background, 
Amna Rahman’s work explores the 
sensitivity of her relation to the women 
she has been close to through her life.  
The female figures in the paintings are 
rendered of an earthly colour palette to 
achieve the vivid browns of our Asian skin.  
The subjects wear a mask of fearlessness; 
their gaze is overtly defiant, their eyes 
dark, their lips dry.

Exploring the visibly static being, Jazib 
Jacob’s study revolves around its growth 
and reformation through four elements viz 
albedo, nigredo, citrinitas and rubedo which 
react and raise, giving each factor a form.  His 
work is a reaction of these elements which 
go on and on into never ending pieces of 
visual satisfaction. 

Muzammil Khan’s work speaks about the 
loss he had to face when his house was 
demolished in 2016.  The loss, nonetheless, 
left a room for a new beginning for him as 
he captured those moments in his paintings.  
His visuals consists of bricks, stones, tractors, 
buildings and incorporate personal spaces 
from photographs as well as his memory.  



A line is probably the most basic element 
of design and if used correctly, it can create 
such complexity.  Noshad Ali’s work is exactly 
a portrayal of it.  It is a journey where simple 
lines gradually form intricate compositions 
reflecting his emotions and state of mind 
with untutored simplicity. 

In the region where Saddam Murad grew 
up, the males have always supressed the 
females making it a norm.  His work is based 
on the fact that we live in a male dominated 
society.  Using oil paints on canvases covered 
in gauze, he has made compositions that 
are predominated by male figures with 
female figures in there, but not given much 
importance.  

The formal aspect of Salman Khan’s 
paintings show the emotional/psychological 
transformation from an ambiguous, chaotic 
and violent state into a more clear, peaceful 
and content state.  When the painting is seen 
from a disctance, the action on the paper looks 
more chaotic, violent and abrupt and even 
the colour seems grey with a gloomy feel, 
but when the same painting is viewed from a 
closer proximity, the roughness and the violent 
action are smoothed away and even the grey 
colour changes and the light and dark colours 
separate, clearing away the ambiguity of 
emotions. 



A Plea for Aesthetics

Sehrish Mustafa

Merit and demerit…

If merit and demerit are reciprocals to an energy related activity, then evaluation 
of them is too. Then the idea of a merit lands in the evaluation and justification 
of the formal arousal; the arousal of an emotion, yet such distinctiveness 
need not exist if an emotion is to be surfaced to contain a specific emotion. 
If an arousal is not fixated to certain evaluation how does one proceed to 
counteract the surfacing emotions that a subject is to express? What then 
demerits this merit… an activity proving to be worthy of the contradiction? 
The world of these two exists based on our sensory perception. 

A mark will cease to exist in the eye height of an experience, that same mark 
will connect the vision of many humanly contemplations. The idea of thus 
the two makes their way into picturesque planes of the likeminded species.  
The success to deducing failure in the arousal of the sensory (worldly) makes 
everything for an eye worth making. 

“Who can see a great picture….without taking some of the credit for it 
himself?” - John Bayley 

Untitled, Noshad Ali, ink on paper, 100 x 150 cm, 2017



Untitled, Noshad Ali, ink on paper, 130 x 150 cm, 2017

Untitled, Noshad Ali, ink on paper, 165 x 150 cm, 2017



The air of it all begins with a line? …

Noshad Ali takes a leap of faith and starts from where it all began. The formal 
aspects of his deductions are a constant variant that seek no definition of 
what is to be expected. Surfacing the eye begins a role of a mark, a mark 
here, a mark there; maybe another.

Decide where you plea to exist screams one mark to another. 

The density in his ink based works began in his mind, for if thinking tends 
to take place in the form of images, many of these images must be highly 
theoretical since the mind operates at levels of abstractness and to get to 
these images one is ever so tempted to distinguish these between variables 
of gestures that are pictographic and well which are not. Transpierces in 
Noshad’s work overlay one hue over another, yet still revealing what lies 
beneath; each covering senses what is to come next. As mechanical as it 
may seem, the inspection of it all is entirely an intended manual mistake. 
The abstractness of mistaken gestures is even more prominent when they 
begin to portray an action.  The representations of an artist’s tones are 
ceremoniously objective in and out and I quote the artist “is a reflection of 
my emotions and state of mind, with untutored simplicity”.

In one of his works, the black curves touch each corner end of the paper and 
then begin to reappear from another, reforming a continuity, a continuity only 
leading to only complex measure of spaces they are to meet on the surfaces. 

And I quote the artist again “yet used correctly”.

Now the notion of the correct or merited consumption of a line is perhaps 
what Noshad counteracts. If his intentions are the portrayal of this corrected 
complexity then does it charge enough of his emotional rebelliousness? 
His constant urge to develop a sense of correct usage is perhaps far more 
prominent in the development of his technical dialogue.

Any sensation undergoing an experience by the mind can acquire 
abstractness if it is seen as a distillate of something more complex. These 
sensations can be highly rarified patterns or forces within.

“Behaviours are so permanent that human seldom study them with a conscious mind 
which is why our emotions and our expressions of those emotions are involuntary“.

…. “Sentiments of violent nature from a closer proximity, they are transformed 
into another shape“.



Untitled, Salman Khan, gouache on wasli, 52 x 67 cm, 2017

Untitled, Salman Khan, gouache on wasli, 48 x 76 cm, 2017



For Salman Khan to acquire such faintness in his statement as an artist, it 
takes him into another realm of a creative activity that perhaps is more vital 
than his physical attributions of it. 

Almost making one feel the stance of being held at a pause from the 
membership of this world, Salman’s rendition of an exposure of a soul to 
the extremes of both violence and peace have begun to dissolve in much 
synchronization. Amongst these planes lie patches of pigments that streak 
across one another - smeared across. Certain areas of this pictorial activity 
illuminate with intricacy, the greys sink in and take a stand hold for the whites 
to peak through and then within a moment the experience is reversed!  The 
inspection of these intricate needle like marks gather at a point at intensified 
hues and then spread out into similar patches of it. 

What begins as violent act soon embodies a soul of the white, what begins 
as a scream seldoms into a tranquility of embrace. Despite its formal 
behaviour, it becomes evident that for Salman what intrigued his intellectual 
virtue soon gauched into cognitively formal merits. 

In one of his works, the perception of it all tricks the mind glaring into the linear 
sensibility of deduced frames and gestural remains of it. Perhaps the practice of 
miniature aesthetics surfaced the artist’s concerns, where a decorated border 
compliments a documented activity within, evolving into his adaptiveness sensibility.

Untitled, Salman Khan, gouache on wasli, 50 x 75 cm, 2017



Untitled, Salman Khan, gouache on wasli, 67 x 89 cm, 2017

Speaking of the latter sensibility, Amna Rahman has deduced from herself a 
dialogue which lingers around female associations. For her these associations 
seem to have abrupt the most provocative and venerable of relations a 
female individual can acquire with oneself and the other.  Surfacing a plain 
contextual, a gaze of the two and two together takes place, a gaze which 
is as much as to be yours as it is theirs. Adjusted into one another, these 
females have acquired a rather delicately ruthless conformation of their 
space and the relation within. 

Flesh contained in hues and contrasts of the earthy pastels, these women 
adhere a character formal for the eye to estimate, but in fact encounter the 
deepest of their relations of humble gatherings’ for their beloved. 

Caught in the dimensionality of the pattern of the world and spatial simultaneity, 
the mind begins to interact freely with confirming gaze that regards the world for 
much of its confirmation and then proves to be a setback for lingering in between 
the similar pattern of conformity. One of the oldest assertions in the theory of 
association: things that resemble each other are tied together in a vision.   For Amna 
these visions have proved for her to devour into meaningful female associations 
only to ponder upon endless bondings of, for, and from the similar.  The inviting 
compositions assert paradigm of the most versatile of feminine virtues.



Physically complementing each other in the way of distance, in the way of 
contact and in the way of the costumed facials - memorizing their relation 
to one another.  Yet the most aboriginal of these relations seem to come 
into play only when they are veiled by isolation and distance from more 
powerful structural factors.

Love interrupted, Amna Rahman, oil on canvas, 63 x 99 cm, 2017

Speaking of structures…

A man and a woman sat by a window that opened upon spring. 
They sat close one unto the other. And the woman said, “I love 
you. You are handsome, and you are rich, and you are always 
well-attired.”

And the man said, “I love you. You are a beautiful thought, a thing 
too apart to hold in the hand, and a song in my dreaming.”

But the woman turned from him in anger, and she said, “Sir, please 
leave me now. I am not a thought, and I am not a thing that passes 
in your dreams. I am a woman. I would have you desire me, a wife, 
and the mother of  unborn children.”

And they parted. And the man was saying in his heart, “Behold 
another dream is even now turned into mist.”



And the woman was saying, “Well, what of a man who turns me into a mist and 
a dream?”

The wanderer: His parables and sayings, 1932.  Khalil Gibran 

Untitled, Saddam Murad, oil on canvas, 210 x 120 cm, 2017



Saddam Murad’s moral collectiveness in his work, reminds me nothing but 
of Khalil Gibran’s words in ‘’The wanderer‘’.  Saddam speaks of the conceived 
womanhood in a similar transformation – misting somewhere along a man’s 
idea of her; speaking entirely with due regard to the culture he has been a 
part of.

Dusted pastels of blues converge the surfaces together; transparencies 
of one commodity onto another juxtaposed into assertions of the mind of 
the prevailing. Cropped views into the spaces of the domestic, one lingers 
upon layers and structures of men holding their guard and presence in 
utmost comfort. Stripped of any truth these naked masculines render 
their understanding of their positions with much gratitude.  The work 
seems to be departed into sections of understandings, a jigsaw of much 
complicatedness that only when put together reveals a positon underneath 
– a position of the women.

Saddam comments on suppression and the premeditation of the hovering 
male by constituting patches of one tone onto another in a way that it 
breaks its own identity. One takes away hints of the female subdued into 
the background – complimenting the domestic household items along her 
side.

Untitled (diptych), Saddam Murad, oil on canvas, 120 x 90 cm (each), 2017



Untitled, Jazib Jacob, pen, ink and charcoal on paper, 100 x 75 cm, 2017



Untitled, Jazib Jacob, pen, ink and charcoal on paper, 100 x 75 cm, 2017



Alchemy is preeminent identified for its belief that lead can be transmuted 
into gold. Conversely, the transformation of non-precious metals into gold 
is simply an allegory for the soul being freed from a “dead, weighty state of 
mind” to that of apprehending its individual light fauna and that is derived 
from pure spirit. Jazib Jacob  has preceded his work with the four stages 
of it; nigredo (a blackening or melanosis), albedo (a whitening or leucosis), 
citrinitas (a yellowing or xanthosis) and rubedo (a reddening, purpling, or 
iosis).

The manifestations of these translucent circular forms, converging in and 
out of another have become series of exploration. Monochromatically 
treated, patches of these irregular forms gather and connect to create a 
pivotal point and then disperse from the similar. These growth assertions 
that Jazib proposes mimic the very property of the four stages, yet rendered 
with significant sensibility, almost sensual in nature. The microscopic nature 
of his visuals feed off the contrasts of their placements. For each form and its 
acquired allegorical knowledge the counterparts unite, being interconnected 
together by veiled connections and individualities, every now and then 
creating a magical third, which outdoes ordinary consciousness. The 
prominent alchemical saying ‘as above, so below’ incarnates the deception 
present in countless of its maneuvers. This inconsistent, non-technological 
methodology seems a distant cry from the routine black or white, rational 
notions of consciousness.

Untitled, Jazib Jacob, pen, ink and charcoal on paper, 75 x 100 cm, 2017



Untitled, Jazib Jacob, pen, ink and charcoal on paper, 100 x 75 cm, 2017



For Jazib explores alchemy as the art of transfiguration, the conversion of 
a given element into a higher one.  These Monochromatic versions of a 
deeper thought and observation experienced as a property of matter, plea 
for aesthetical and spiritual designs.

Untitled, Jazib Jacob, pen, ink and charcoal on paper, 75 x 100 cm, 2017

As Gombrich, an Austrian-born art historian suggested in his  article of 1972 
The ‘what’ and the ‘how’; that the world, we have perceived, on no occasion 
looks like a picture principally because we interchange through the world 
and in doing so we are conducted by the conversion of aspects that occurs all 
around us. Moving in the direction of a door, the profile of the door remains 
invariant but its size changes; moving past a table, its characteristics change 
in a foreseeable fashion. Anticipated to our perceptual arrangement but 
not to our awareness.

Similarly grasping the conversions of aspects that occur all around, 
Muzammil Khan takes away the parts of the forced down structures and 
composes them to create a stream of memoirs for epochs to come. Inflicted 
by the similar series in his life, few people could designate, let alone draw 
these transformations which depend, of course, on the behaviour of light 
and surroundings of the views within.



Untitled, Muzammil Khan, gouache on wasli, 26 x 20 cm, 2017

If we emphasise on an opinion on that lightness somewhere in the middle 
distance, we will see the road revolving around that predicament which has 
developed our momentary reference idea. Painted with utmost of skill, these 
brightly painted interiors are familiarities that always convey our association, 
but few people may be mindful of their eccentric need .They have no need 
to know them and that’s exactly what are Muzammil’s pictorials.

The disorientated planes are a simple matter of projective geometry. 
Keeping our perceptiveness at the elevation of the picture’s horizon while 
we move sideward, the line of the horizon itself will reduce but not in the 
change of orientation, however lines equivalent to the horizon will gradually 
meet from up and down in the direction of our vanishing point.



Untitled, Muzammil Khan, gouache on wasli, 26 x 20 cm, 2017

The plea for a concerning aesthetic mediates from these minds that hold 
sensory perception in their views. For these meditations to process the role 
of these sensory ideals the process of conveying emphasizes the role of 
experience and evidence and vice versa. The virtue of these experiences 
for the respective few have taken the narrative of dealing with the mind, 
which may apprehend some truths directly, without requiring the medium 
of the senses. Their aesthetics are only questioning intuition or revelation 
for these works.
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